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ABSTRACT 

  

When I started my billet 5 months ago, I started in quite Junior Role thus i used to be 

given heaps of responsibility. This enclosed stigmatization comes, mocking up feature 

image, image retouching, making logo, produced image For design tool and much of 

quite abstract concepts, thus I had heaps of input. This was nice as a result of once I 

started acting on a client's comes they threw me in at the deep finish. They additionally 

gave me quite heap of chance to expand my data in Film, a region that I wished to travel 

into. They same they might facilitate me out therewith and placed me on those quite 

comes. For people were extremely useful for permitting me to grow within the areas. Our 

Company is grounded in USA and adopts a systems- grounded approach in which the 

summation of media and dispatches for our guests is designed as a single intertwined 

process rather than a series of separate sweats. Our platoon has times of experience in 

creating high- quality designs for companies across colorful diligence. We understand 

how to make your business stand out from the crowd by using creative design and unique 

generalities We work with our  guests to develop creative ideas and execute marketing  

juggernauts that are in tandem with their brand and  request  objects. Be it graphic design 

service across print and digital media, marketing collateral,  announcements, events, web 

design or social media, Creativeness  award winning  platoon of graphic contrivers  

insure that the  prosecution is done with strong impact and in  agreement to the 

formulated strategy rather than in  insulation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1  Introduction 

 

I would introduce myself as inventive, accountable, and attentive graphic designer. offer 

American state a plan, or a goal you would like to satisfy with a product, and you'll be 

able to take care I come back up with some fascinating sketches and styles. offer 

American state a point, and you'll be able to take care I’ll meet it. The comment is true an 

image extremely is value 1000 words. In today’s world, graphic style plays an outsized 

role in shaping however the majority perceive and use information. This principle applies 

to researchers, as well. When i  suppose of graphic design what come to your mind? A 

oil? A book? How about a cool bill? These are just a many of the most common internal 

images elicited by people when asked about graphic design. None of these images give a 

true description of graphic design however. oils, books and bills are only  issues or  

mediums of graphic design. However, I will most likely find a general 8harmful 

description, If you search for the description of graphic design.Online word books define 

graphic design as the art or skill of combining textbook and  film land in  announcements, 

magazines, or books. This description is true, but it does not give important environment. 

Graphic design is a skill, but it’s not limited to announcements, magazines, and books. 

Graphic design can be physical, digital and anywhere in- between. Because of this image 

and versatility, graphic design goes far beyond simply combining textbook and film land.   

Graphic design focuses on communicating a communication visually. Each design a 

graphic developer works on will have a unique communication and a asked result from 

that communication. The communication may be to give information,  bring  study,  vend 

a product or indeed stimulate meaningful  discussion. Graphic design is each around you. 

It’s about expressing an idea in the stylish way using visual story telling. This may sound 

simple, but it requires problem working, communication, alertness, tolerance, and most 

importantly a good grasp of the design’s asked. 
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1.2 Motivation 
 

I've continually found that I do my best add an inspired setting wherever i am ready to 

assume brazenly, and i have found that operating in graphic style permits Maine to use 

my creative thinking, that keeps Maine actuated and energized. 

Most designers i do know enter the profession as a result of they require to create lovely 

things. Within the early elements of their careers, they require to induce higher at creating 

helpful, usable, and fascinating objects. for a few designers, craft could be a womb-to-

tomb pursuit, and that they run, exploring and innovating with the items they 

manufacture. 

People occasionally come a bit dubious when deciding whether or not to take an 

internship. Frequently, when lately graduating, you warrant enough experience to get a 

full- time endless job, so externships, internships, and work experience are your only 

options.   Still, we must stop looking at these negatively and suppose of everything we 

can gain from externships and work placements. They’re frequently the stylish option for 

you because you want to get a sense for work without being thrown into the deep end 

straight down, and this provides you with the occasion to learn and grow.  Then are five 

reasons you should take the externship and feel great about your decision 
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Gain experience 
 

You warrant experience, and this is the only way to get it. The stylish experience comes 

from externships because you can do a bit of everything! You get to see and witness the 

different places that people play in certain companies and see working life from different 

perspectives. This is good to take into the working world with you because, at times, 

you'll be asked to do colorful tasks involving different rudiments of the company. This 

way, you would have formerly had a go at effects and understood how to multitask. 

 

 

Better understanding 

 

An externship allows you to take time to understand your part, tasks, and the assiduity. 

Externships want you to leave knowing further than you came with, and this is most 

probably the outgrowth. Take this occasion to understand each task you're given and 

every new tool you use. Write effects down, ask questions and do effects constantly to 

insure you do everything with 100 troubles. 

 

 

Opportunity to learn and watch 

 

You can learn from the stylish during an externship. People will be watching over you 

and working nearly with you on systems so that you have someone to look up to and a 

thing to work towards. Maybe you'll learn new chops from these people and new effects 

about the assiduity and life that you did not know ahead. Communication and commerce 

are crucial, so ask plenitude of questions and do not vacillate to propose new ideas! 
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Gain ability 

 

You can try out new chops and tools without the pressure of being wrong. externships are 

a time to experiment, and people who hire you for that  externship know that. They 

anticipate you to learn from your miscalculations and use this as provocation to get better 

at the effects you weren't so great at  ahead! Take these new ideas and chops to your 

coming job and find a way to incorporate them into any tasks you're given. 

 

 

Confidence 

 

Whether it be public speaking, giving donations, or simply suggesting new ideas, 

externships will make your confidence which allows you to grow as both a worker and a 

person. Confidence is crucial because if you do not believe in yourself who will.There's a 

fine line between confidence and arrogance, so make sure you do not cross it because no 

one likes an arrogant worker! Externships will help you to  make confidence through 

practice which will also help in your  particular growth. After all, practice makes perfect. 

 

Get a feel for different industries 

 

Externships are generally for three to six months. This allows you to get a  sense for 

different  diligence in a small period of time. However, you get to know the difference in 

content, how they work and why they work, If you spend three months in PR and also 

three months in marketing. This will help in your overall career path if you are doubtful 

of what to do in the future or are stuck between 2 options. You also pick up a wider 

variety of chops when working in different diligence, making you more seductive to 

employers and hiring directors. 
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Communicate 

 

Externships bear you to work both collectively and within a platoon. You learn to 

communicate in new ways to make professional working connections with people of all 

periods. This is great because it allows you to be open to other people’s ideas and to get 

creative in a platoon in order to make better ideas and, eventually, to make a better 

company. Lately taken an externship and had a great experience. 

 

 

1.3 Internship Objectives 

 

Internships give students with a chance to place into follow skills they need learned 

where as at school. Additionally, students ought to have a chance to boost. 

Those skills acquire the attitude of a piece atmosphere and enjoy a mentor or supervisor’s 

expertise and recommendation. 

To gain most profit, the work expertise should have a supervisor or mentor available to 

produce employment and analysis of the coed. Before the place begins, student and 

supervisor, approvingly of your school arranger, ought to develop several learning 

objectives to be met throughout the work expertise. 

 

Experience 

 

You warrant experience, and this is the only way to get it. The stylish experience comes 

from externships because you can do a bit of everything! You get to see and  witness the 

different  places that people play in certain companies and see working life from different 

perspectives. This is good to take into the working world with you because, at times, 

you'll be asked to do colorful tasks involving different rudiments of the company. This 

way, you would have formerly had a go at effects and understood how to multitask 
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You warrant experience, and this is the only way to get it. The stylish experience comes 

from externships because you can do a bit of everything! You get to see and  witness the 

different  places that people play in certain companies and see working life from different 

perspectives. This is good to take into the working world with you because, at times, 

you'll be asked to do colorful tasks involving different rudiments of the company. This 

way, you would have formerly had a go at effects and understood how to multitask 

An externship allows you to take time to understand your  part, tasks, and the assiduity. 

Externships want you to leave knowing further than you came with, and this is most 

probably the outgrowth. Take this occasion to understand each task you're given and 

every new tool you use. Write effects down, ask questions and do effects constantly to 

insure you do everything with 100 troubles. 

You can learn from the stylish during an externship. People will be watching over you 

and working nearly with you on systems so that you have someone to look up to and a 

thing to work towards. Maybe you'll learn new chops from these people and new effects 

about the assiduity and life that you did not know ahead. Communication and commerce 

are crucial, so ask plenitude of questions and do not vacillate to propose new ideas. 

You can try out new chops and tools without the pressure of being wrong. Externships 

are a time to experiment, and people who hire you for that externship know that. They 

anticipate you to learn from your miscalculations and use this as provocation to get better 

at the effects you weren't so great at ahead. Take these new ideas and chops to your 

coming job and find a way to incorporate them into any tasks you're given. 

Whether it be public speaking, giving donations, or simply suggesting new ideas, 

externships will make your confidence which allows you to grow as both a worker and a 

person. Confidence is crucial because if you do not believe in yourself who will. 

There's a fine line between confidence and arrogance, so make sure you do not cross it 

because no one likes an arrogant worker. Externships will help you to  make confidence 

through practice which will also help in your  particular growth. After all, practice makes 

perfect. 
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Externships are generally for three to six months. This allows you to get a sense for 

different diligence in a small period of time. However, you get to know the difference in 

content, how they work and why they work, If you spend three months in PR and also 

three months in marketing. This will help in your overall career path if you’re doubtful of 

what to do in the future or are stuck between 2 options. You also pick up a wider variety 

of chops when working in different diligence, making you more seductive to employers 

and hiring directors. 

Externships bear you to work both collectively and within a platoon. You learn to 

communicate in new ways to make professional working connections with people of all 

periods. This is great because it allows you to be open to other people’s ideas and to get 

creative in a platoon in order to make better ideas and, eventually, to make a better 

company.   Lately taken an externship and had a great experience. 
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Learning Objective: 

• Develop Associate in nursing stand out program of all purchasers on his workload, 

written report and Necessary info 

• Work with team in developing the input, process and introduction of services for Each 

shopper 

• Learn in intake assessment and case management so i will be {able to I’ll} be able to 

integrate my Knowledge with their documentation procedures 

• Assist the expert or counselor with individual or cluster guidance sessions 

• Assist with facilitating sleek transition into offered programs and services 

• Assist with family guidance sessions 

• Assist the employees with Life course of study and putt into follow the tools and 

techniques I actually have learned 

• Assist with facilitating programs and activities for purchasers and families 

• Assist with providing all of the physical, psychological, and social desires of the 

purchasers. 

Explore career druthers previous to scale. Integrate proposition and practice. Assess 

interests and capacities in their field of study. Learn to appreciate work and its function in 

the frugality. Develop work habits and stations necessary for job success. Develop 

communication, interpersonal and other critical chops in the job interview process. make 

a record of work experience.  Acquire employment connections leading directly to a full- 

time job following scale from council.  Identify, write down, and carry out performance 

objects related to their job assignment. 
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1.4 Introduction to the Company 

 

The company pride their selves in having one in every of the distinctive inventories 

within the custom product printing business. That’s why they're continuously changing 

our bulk customizable things inventory. Examine our latest product below and build them 

your own by uploading your favorite exposure nowadays. 

At Green Lunar LLC we need to relinquish you the most effective in custom product. 

After all, doing an excellent job and creating the proper personalized gift is simply as 

necessary to United States because it is to client! Wish to understand if your bulk 

customizable item has left our USA facility. They need be happy to send customer their 

chase information. Wish to rise if they'll do a special customization, only for customer? 

Let’s get started! Wish to simply chat wholesale associate degreed drop shipping 

opportunities? Send them an email or live chat and that they had been happy to assist. But 

their commitment to transfer client associate degree epic custom product expertise 

doesn’t simply stop there. They’re proud to supply quality assurance checks on each 

single one in every of our product. They need client personalized gift to be picture-

perfect no bleary footage here! If they're not positive if client exposure file can 

manufacture a top quality print, be at liberty to shoot United States associate degree email 

and our client support team are going to be happy to appear it over. 

They are additionally proud to supply a thirty Day 100% Happiness Guarantee on all of 

our bulk customizable things. If client are not glad with their order for any reason, they 

are happy to create it right or supply customer a full refund. That’s quality they'll trust! 

People quite ever love customizing product. Within the nowadays folks wish to face out 

whether or not it’s the garments they wear, the unforgettable gifts they offer to others, or 

the product they offer away to their customers. i think customizing product can solely 

become additional fashionable and Green Lunar desires to be the leader in this 

modification. 

There is a unit several custom products we have a tendency websites out there however 

we have a tendency to really believe none of them do what we do. The human personal 
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bit, the generous bulk discounts, and therefore the various choice of offerings is merely 

the start of what sets Green Lunar except for the remainder. They invite Customer on 

their journey to create custom product fashionable and higher than ever. 

They flatter we are having one of the unique supplies in the custom product for printing. 

For This we are always streamlining our big bulk customizable order. Check out our near 

most products are make by customer uploading their favorite image moment. At Green 

Lunar they want to give customer the stylish and custom product. After doing this great 

job and making the perfect individualized gift was just an important to us as it is to 

customer. Want to know if customer bulk customizable item has left our USA wear house 

installation. We are be happy to shoot you your shadowing word. Customer wants to ask 

if we can do a special customization, just for him. Let’s progeny start Want to just sputter 

noncommercial and drop shipping openings? Shoot us a dispatch and live converse and 

we are happy to the customer doing  help.  But our commitment to bringing customer a 

grand custom product experiences does not just stop. We are  proud to offer quality check 

in every single bone of our products. We want customer individualized gift to the picture 

perfect no vague film land then! If are not sure if our  print  train will produce a quality 

print, feel free to shoot us a dispatch and our  client support  platoon are  happy to it over. 

We are proud to offer a 20 Days 100 Happiness Guarantee on all of our bulk 

customizable items. However, we are make it right or offer you a full refund, If customer 

not satisfied with your order for any reason. That’s quality you can trust. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Organization 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Their business started in 2017 with simply SKU’s and a pair of staff. Nowadays Green 

Lunar offers over fifty SKUs and employs quite 50 designers, support employees, selling 

consultants, and more. Although we have a tendency to area unit happy with our success, 

we all know this can be simply the start of our request to revolutionize the custom 

product market. Top quality prints victimization the most recent technology Mix and 

match colors, sizes, and styles Offer Sourcing Production Solutions Modern Custom 

product. 

People quite ever love customizing product. Within the nowadays folks wish to face out 

whether or not it’s the garments they wear, the unforgettable gifts they offer to others, or 

the product they offer away to their customers. i think customizing product can solely 

become additional fashionable and Green Lunar desires to be the leader in this 

modification. There is a unit several custom product we have a tendency websites out 

there however we have a tendency to really believe none of them do what we do. The 

human personal bit, the generous bulk discounts, and therefore the various choice of 

offerings is merely the start of what sets Green Lunar except for the remainder. They 

invite Customer on their journey to create custom product fashionable and higher than 

ever. 
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Figure 2.1: Monthly Order  

 

At Green Lunar they want to give customer the stylish and custom product. After doing 

this great job and making the perfect individualized gift was just an important to us as it 

is to customer. Want to know if customer bulk customizable item has left our USA wear 

house installation. We are be happy to shoot you your shadowing word. Customer wants 

to ask if we can do a special customization, just for him. Let’s progeny start Want to just 

sputter noncommercial and drop shipping openings? Shoot us a dispatch and live 

converse and we are happy to the customer doing  help.  But our commitment to bringing 

customer a grand custom product experiences does not just stop. We are  proud to offer 

quality check in every single bone of our products. We want customer individualized gift 

to the picture perfect no vague film land then. If are not sure if our  print  train will 

produce a quality print, feel free to shoot us a dispatch and our  client support  platoon are  

happy to it over. We are proud to offer a 20 Days 100 Happiness Guarantee on all of our 

bulk customizable items. However, we are make it right or offer you a full refund, If 

customer not satisfied with your order for any reason. That’s quality you can trust. 
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Figure 2.2: Suppliers Performance 

 

They flatter we are having one of the unique supplies in the custom product for printing. 

For This we are always streamlining our big bulk customizable order. Check out our near 

most products is make by customer uploading their favorite image moment. 
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2.2 Target Group 
 

One promoting inexperienced satellite LLC won’t attractiveness to everybody. What 

attracts one, 55-year-old metropolitan lady are going to be a lot of totally different than 

what interests a 25-year-old male who’s married with kids within the suburbs. 

Understanding these variations and similarities allows you to produce totally different 

target audiences and tailored commerce points. you'll build teams of any size and 

attributes, looking on your business. However, during this case, we’ll consider 3 massive 

classes to target as AN ecommerce enterpriser. 

There are a unit several custom product we have a tendency websites out there however 

we have a tendency to really believe none of them do what we do. The human personal 

bit, the generous bulk discounts, and therefore the various choice of offerings is merely 

the start of what sets Green Lunar except for the remainder. They invite Customer on 

their journey to create custom product fashionable and higher than ever. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Market Research 
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2.3 Organizational Structure 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Company Structure 
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CHAPTER 3 

Tasks, Projects and Activities 

   

3.1 Daily Task and Activities 

• Customer design Check 

• Remake Error Design 

• Assign Order for Production to the Supplier  

• Tracking Update 

• Unprocessed List  

• Product Mockup as customer required 

• Design tool Create and design Tool Problem Solve  

• Product Assets Make 
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3.2 Project Task and Activities 

Add New Product: When new product arrived. Need make design tool for those product 

and add them to the store. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: New Product Mockup 

 

Make New Product Assets: For new product first need to make mockup and assets 

image for those new product. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Product Assets 
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Making New Template: Making template for those new product how the product design 

need to print for the customer.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Template Image 
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Create Design Tool as Template Look: Create the design tool for shop as template 

design. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Design Tool Make 

 

Making Feature Image for Product: Making feature image for those new product or 

old product for better look  their website and customer attraction. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Feature Image for Product 
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Making Marketing image for Product: For business need to marketing their website 

and product. For this its need make their product marketing image for better view and 

customer attraction. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Marketing Image For Product 
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3.3 Challenges 
 

After many days of military training, the teacher finally let Maine participate in their 

coming up with. At first, i used to be a bit nervous. Later, I became conversant in the total 

method of coming up with and post-production. Slowly, the teacher additionally handed 

over some vital things to Maine. This makes Maine have a deeper understanding of this 

trade. Through this situation, I feel I even have gained a particular harvest in style. This 

situation is especially to market the development of our ability in work and business 

within the future, enhance our fight within the future, and add a cornerstone for our 

foothold within the future. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Company Challenges Percent  
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The lecturers of the situation unit additionally gave Maine heaps of opportunities to 

participate in their style, that is that I learned heaps of issues that were troublesome to 

resolve within the past and also the issues to be moon-faced within the style add the 

longer term, like pre coming up with and post-production, etc. This situation enriches my 

data during this field, makes Maine move forward to a deeper level, and plays a particular 

role in promoting my foothold within the future society. However, I additionally notice 

that if i need to try to this work well, I can’t suppose the situation in currently alone. I 

additionally got to accumulate bit by bit in my regular study and work and perpetually 

enrich my expertise. The road previous Maine remains terribly long. It wants continuous 

efforts and struggle to actually go well. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Competencies and Smart Plan 

    

4.1 Competencies Earned 

 

Green Lunar LLC makes unique custom products for businesses and private customers. 

Each year Qstomize sells to tens of thousands of products in over 100 countries. 

Qstomize.com is also the owner of Podify.app and Munchmakers.com e-commerce 

companies. 

Revenue: <$5 Million 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Company Revenue Statistics 
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4.2 Smart Plan 

 

Set semi permanent goals for their business, like achieved a definite quantity of revenue 

and testing a replacement product plan. Business goal are often general and high level, 

and they will specialize in specific, fathomable action (SMART goals). 

The most sound goal setting approach in to line short run goals as stones to their semi 

permanent goals. As an example, their short-run goal to the website rate by twenty-fifth 

inside twelve weeks would possibly assist customer reach the semi permanent goal of 

growing resolving by five hundredth inside one year. 

Time of frames for short-run goals will vary from some hours to year, whereas semi 

permanent goals typically take 1 to 5 years to attain. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion and Future Career 

 

5.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

 

One the principal brain rules is that folks can bear in mind sixty fifth of the data in 

pictures rather than solely 100 percent once we use words. to assist United States capture 

attention and beat our competition whereas at it.  Graphic designers facilitate United 

States to form unforgettable posters and stigmatization materials that communicate 

effectively with our audience. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Company Growth  Statistics 
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Career individual predicts that the importance for graphic style services can expand by 

four-dimensional within the next 5 years. Such a rate of growth is kind of impressive: it 

may end up within the addition of tens of thousands of technicians aboard new abilities 

into the market. 

So, what do graphic designers do? And what will it desire become the highest graphic 

designer? more, what proportion ought to i expect to earn and conjointly grow my pay. 

 

5.2 Scope for Further Career 

 

I’ll largely apply graphic style skills on a project-by-project basis. It explains why several 

corporations don't have in-house graphic designers. As a result, several designers work as 

freelancers or in agencies. 

Still, some industries use graphic designers within the following percentages: 21% of 

graphic designers are freelance 10% supply specialized graphic style services. Their 

services target a particular market like internet style, book illustrations, workplace 

disapproval, etc. 8% are into advertising, promotional material, and such connected 

services 7% add the printing trade 5% supply their services to newspapers, directory 

publishers, books, and periodicals. The staying technicians sometimes work as freelance 

graphic designers or remain obscured within the market. Nevertheless, it isn’t simple to 

outline a singular work schedule or routine for all graphic designers owing to the 

diversified work setting. Most of the work is on a project basis, leading to moments of 

intense pressure because the team works towards a point in time. For entrepreneurs and 

therefore the freelance, a number of the time can enter selling as i rummage around for 

new comes or discuss my clients’ details. 

In moment’s day and age when everything is so fast and the attention span of people is 

shorter than that of a goldfish, companies and brands heavily calculate on eye- catching 

plates to make a lasting print, this is where graphic contrivers come by. 
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Figure 5.2: Global Graphic Design Market Farecast, 2022-2031 

 

From websites, signage’s, illustrated books, brandings to packaging, every aspect of 

one’s life is some way or the other told by plates. Everyday more and more companies 

are erecting their in- house creative armies and the need and demand for graphic and 

visual communication contrivers are adding fleetly. 

Piecemeal from in-house armies, over the last times numerous new creative agencies 

have sprung up furnishing need rested graphical and visual results. These companies can 

work with multiple guests at a time, furnishing designs as per their need. With the 

ongoing epidemic and the adding frequency of social media, numerous small scale 

businesses and startups are using the platform to promote and run their business.  

Numerous times, these businesses cannot go creative agencies and therefore turn to 

freelance contrivers. Freelance contrivers can work with multiple guests at formerly and 
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have the freedom to choose the kind of systems they would like to do. Compass of 

Graphic designing in India is getting an decreasingly applicable and sought after 

profession. How Does One Come a Graphic innovator each great contrivers start the 

same way, with the will to make an impact. 

How to make a Strong Foundation Graphic design is each about communicating your 

ideas visually and in the day and age where everyone is swamped with visual images and 

cues at all times, it all comes down to which image leaves a lasting print on the 

bystander, which visual has the longest recall value. To insure that, one needs to bring a 

string foundation, in other words be fluent with the basics of graphic design. 

 

 

Independently 

 

 A graphic developer substantially requires a laptop to work with. Thus, i can choose to 

work from home. Share in meetings from an online medium. also, take the feedback from 

your guests and after work on them for perfecting your design quality. 
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UX Design 

 

The graphic design assiduity is  fastening on UX design. There's also a rise in the creation 

of interactive  plates. It gives them an advanced  stoner experience. As a result, UX 

contrivers are in high demand at present.  UX contrivers pay attention to both visual and 

cognitive  goods. They do so to increase the  magnet of the  druggies towards the final 

product. Though it isn't the same as  plates and web designing, it's the discipline that 

allows  mortal beings to have  further inclinations toward technology. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Difference Between Graphic designer and Ux Designer 
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Image Editing 

 

With the rise in the consumption of videotape content, technology has come decreasingly 

visually acquainted. It's how editing and image retouching have turned into essential 

factors of graphic design. One can do image editing through software and operations 

similar as Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Light room. These operations come with several 

features including the elimination of small excrescencies. For case, one can remove dirt, 

light, and pollen from film land. You can indeed crop similar images to match the image 

upload conditions of several spots on colorful social media. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Image Edit Before And After 
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UX Developer 

 

UX developer is one of the highest- paying graphic design jobs. It's the perfect choice if 

you're a graphic  designer with specialized chops in mobile and web development. You'll 

be working on a  design to design a service,  operation, and website that can  insure that  

druggies can  fluently open and  serve with the digital product. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Difference Between Designer And Developer 
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Logo Designer 

 

Piecemeal from graphic designing, are you interested in branding and marketing. Ensigns 

play a significant part in creating the identity of the brand. Meaningful designs allow you 

to separate between companies.   Logo Contrivers can also choose to be brand identity 

contrivers. They can produce ensigns and trial with shapes, rudiments, colors, and 

sources to make beautiful designs. Besides ensigns, they can also produce colorful 

designs for announcement commercials, as well as business cards for different businesses 

and companies. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Company Logo 
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Product Designer 

 

Most popular graphic designing jobs include product designing. Product contrivers are 

important in terms of coming up with real- world results. They're the main force behind 

digital products, apps, and websites that one uses regularly. As a product developer, you 

have to know about stoner exploration and stoner experience design. also, utmost product 

contrivers have the experience to work as elderly contrivers. So, if you want to come a 

product developer in 2022, you'll have to concentrate on erecting your portfolio and 

developing your capability to break problems and offer stoner- concentrated results 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Product Design With Mockup 
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UI Designer 

 

UI Contrivers design the defenses that the druggies will move through in a website, app, 

software, or game. They produce interactive parcels similar as forms, buttons, menus, 

buttons, and images. Tech companies similar as artificial intelligence services, deals 

platforms, and start ups all bear stoner Interface contrivers. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Template Of  UI Designer And Developers 
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APPENDIX 

 

Appendix A: Internship Reflection 

Once finished coaching, it's prudent to hitch associate billet program. It will facilitate 

sharpen your skills as you build a portfolio to be used once finding out employment 

within the future. 

Billet may be likelihood to figure on comes from style to end, supplying you with a feel 

of what to expect upon employment. Graphic style doesn't need certification. However, 

you'll acquire software system enfranchisement upon the pursuit of advanced courses. 

Such enfranchisement adds a badge of ability to your portfolio, increasing the 

probabilities of being employed. Once you advance your career as a graphic designer, 

you'll take up such positions as associate stage director, chief designer, or the same super 

ordinate role. 

 

Appendix B: Company Detail 

Green Lunar LLC 

Headquarters: 19266 Coastal 4-548 Hwy Unit, Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, 19971, 

United States 

Phone Number:  (866) 217-2096 and +1-650-507-9049 

Websites:  

Website: www.qstomize.com 

Website: www.podify.app 

Website: www.Munchmakers.com 

Revenue :< $5 Million 
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